The generation principle and meshing characteristics of conjugate-curve circular arc gears, which is proposed based on the theory of conjugate curves, are studied in this paper. The generation principle and mathematical model of this gear drive are introduced according to the given spatial screw curve. Tubular meshing surfaces contacting in the orientation of designated contact angle are provided to build up circular arc tooth profiles, which inherit all properties of conjugate curves. Geometrical three-dimensional models are established based on a numerical example and the results of motion simulation show that the generated gear drive meets general meshing and motion conditions. The comparisons between this designed gear drive and conventional circular arc gearing for the generation method and meshing characteristics are carried out. And the transmission efficiency of gear pair manufactured by hobbing cutter tools is also test. Through the analysis, it shows not only the general corresponding relationship between two gears, but also the conjugate meshing essence of circular arc gears. Theoretical and experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and correctness of proposed conjugate curves theory and the application to new types of gear drive with high performance will be carried out.
Introduction
Gears are widely used in various industrial applications. Nowadays, the involute, cycloid and circular-arc are fundamental types of tooth profile for parallel-axis gearing (Luo, et al., 2008) . Since the "W-N gears" is first proposed, more attentions are paid to this gear drive due to its outstanding performances, such as high efficiency, high load capacity and good running-in property (Novikov, 1956) . Many studies deal with the geometry design, manufacturing and measurement for this gear drive (Litvin and Fuentes, 2004) , (Chen, et al., 2006) , (Wu, 2009) , (Yang, 2009) , (Bair, et al., 2009) , (Zhang, et al., 2010) , (Xia, et al., 2014) .
For the meshing theory and geometry design, Novikov (1956) studied the theory of circular arc gears in point contact, namely when a pair of surfaces meshes, they are tangent only at one point at every instant. Litvin et al., (2002) came up with the point-contact conjugate surface theory in which he applied two formed plane of toothed rack that are fixedly connected with one another. Dyson et al., (1986) described an exact analysis of geometry and kinematics of the Wildhaber-Novikov system. Radzevich (2012) illustrated the design theory and method of Novikov gearing. Dooner (2012) introduced the circular arc tooth profiles used for conjugate motion transmission and carried out the comparative evaluation of tooth profiles. Shao (1994) , Chen et al. (1995) , Lu and Shang (2003) respectively investigated the meshing principle of circular arc gears in terms of basic tooth profile and established the universal equations of tooth surfaces. Duan (1996) presented the enveloping method of generation design of circular arc gears. Liu (1962) proposed the Novikov conjugate analytic principle to study general theory of normal circular arc gears according to the perspective of meshing essence and manufacturing processes.
However, two aspects revolving about the general theory of circular arc gears are worthy of discussion: (1) the tooth surfaces of gears are mainly generated with the aid of imaginary rack and it is indirect to represent the conjugate surfaces; (2) the meshing of tooth profiles is only described as point contact in the axial orientation between convex and concave tooth surfaces. The accurate descriptions of meshing characteristics are not given clearly based on conventional theory. With the developments of numerical control technology, the manufacture of complicated curve and surface can be realized easily (Fujimori, et al., 2012) . So a new theory based on conjugate curves has been developed by authors, which is applied to carry out this research (Liang, et al., 2013) , (Chen, et al., 2014a) , (Chen, et al., 2014b) .
The conjugate curves have more flexibility and diversity in aspects of gear design and generation compared with traditional conjugate surfaces. For any given planar or spatial curve, its conjugated curve in arbitrary contact direction can be derived under motion law. And the tubular tooth surfaces inheriting meshing characteristics of the conjugate curves are generated based on equidistant-enveloping method. So the new types of conjugate-curve gear drive are proposed and there are two aspects of applications: (1) The novel gear drive with ideal performance can be developed according to the given spatial curve. For example, the new involute-helix gear drive, which is point contact with convex and concave circular-arc tooth profiles, was proposed (Liang, et al., 2013) . The contact line of gear tooth is an established involute-helix curve whose projection on the gear end-face is a segment of involute. It is characterized by the advantages of involute and circular-arc gears. (2) For the existing gears, the generation principle and meshing characteristics can be further explained clearly based on the theory of conjugate curves.
To interpret the meshing principles and contact essences of conventional circular arc gears, the conjugate-curve circular arc gears are put forward based on the theory of conjugate curves in this paper. Generation principle and mathematical model of this gear drive are introduced and tooth surfaces are established according to the given spatial screw curve. Geometrical three-dimensional models are established by a numerical example. Meshing characteristics of this gear drive are discussed and a comparison with conventional circular arc gears is conducted. Experimental study on transmission efficiency of gear prototype is also carried out. The conclusive summary of this study is finally given.
Generation principle and mathematical model of conjugate-curve circular arc gears 2.1 Generation principle and mathematical model
Conjugate curves are described as two smooth curves always maintain continuous and tangent contact with each other in given contact direction under motion law (Chen, et al., 2014a) . The basic generation principle of tooth profiles of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is simply represented in Fig.1 . The conjugated curve is derived according to an original planar or spatial curve, designated contact direction and given motion law. The tubular meshing surfaces inheriting meshing characteristics of the conjugate curves are generated based on equidistant-enveloping method and tooth profiles are constructed through the limited addendum and addendum cylinder surfaces. S(O-x, y, z) and S p (O p -x p , y p , z p ) are the fixed coordinate systems. Conjugate curves  1 and  2 are defined using coordinate systems S 1 (O 1 -x 1 , y 1 , z 1 ) and S 2 (O 2 -x 2 , y 2 , z 2 ) which are connected to the pinion 1 and gear 2, respectively. Two bodies rotate in opposite directions with instantaneous angular velocities 
(1) and  (2) . 1  and 2  are the angular displacements of the pinion 1 and gear 2, respectively. The center distance between the mated gears is a and point P is the contact point.
Considering that the spiral curve  1 is expressed in coordinate system S 1 , its parametric form is represented as where R is the radius of pitch circle.  is spiral curve parameter and p is helix parameter. i 1 , j 1 and k 1 are the unit vectors of coordinate system S 1 .
Based on the principle of conjugate curves, the conjugated curve  2 on gear 2 is derived as
where r 2 is position vector of point P in the coordinate system S 2 . i 21 is the transmission ratio.
Obviously, the conjugated curve  2 of gear 2 is also a spiral curve complying with the contact curve of general circular arc gears. Using the coordinate transformation, the parametric equation of line of action indicating conjugate motion is represented as
is constant based on meshing equation. Equation (3) has only the variable parameter. It is a straight line which is parallel with gear axes.
The only use of conjugate curves cannot satisfy the requirements of motion or power transmission. So an equidistant-envelope method is developed for the generation of tubular meshing surfaces. According to theoretical derivations (Chen, et al., 2014b) , the tubular meshing tooth surfaces can be generated and the equations of tooth surfaces ∑ 1 and ∑ 2 are respectively developed as 
where d i (i=1,2) represent respectively the equidistance of curves  1 and  2 . The general correlation is d 2 > d 1 . The symbols "+" and "-" are corresponding to the cases i=1 and i=2, which means the direction of equidistant motion is i 2. The transformation from a pair of conjugate spiral curves to the mated tubular meshing tooth surfaces has been developed above. The circular arc tooth profiles are further generated by intercepting tubular surfaces with the designated addendum and dedendum cylindrical surfaces. Then the convex and concave gear teeth are constructed respectively for general transmission. The theoretical model and tooth profiles of normal circular arc gears are depicted in Fig. 3 , respectively. It can be demonstrated that only conjugate curves maintain continuous and tangent contact with each other during the motion. The transmission process contains the meshing characteristics of conjugate spiral curves.
(a) theoretical model (b) convex and concave tooth profiles Fig. 3 Theoretical model of conjugate-curve circular arc gears
Geometrical modeling of gear pair
A series of theoretical calculations are carried out based on the designated parameters in Table. 1. A simplified meshing model of gear pair is developed by means of Matlab software, as shown in Fig. 4 . Figure 4 (a) shows a pair of conjugate spiral curves which mesh in point contact. The so-called tubular meshing surfaces are displayed in Fig. 4(b) . The precise three-dimensional models of gears are established using the Pro/E software package in Fig. 5 . For further demonstrating the feasibility of this gear drive and evaluating its contact conditions, a computerized simulation of solid models is carried out. The following behaviors are observed from the simulation: (1) this gear drive can transmit rotation with a constant gear ratio and continuous motion; (2) convex and concave tooth profiles mesh in point contact along the axial direction. The contact locus between two tooth surfaces is a pair of conjugate spiral curves; (3) no meshing interference between the couple tooth surfaces is found during meshing process.
Analysis of meshing characteristics 3.1 Generation method of tooth surfaces
Tooth surfaces of conventional circular arc gears are generated according to an imaginary rack that performs a relative enveloping motion. Given tooth profile in normal section of the rack-cutter, the tooth surfaces can be formed considering the transformation of various coordinate systems and meshing relationship simultaneously. 
where  is the radius of circular arc and  is the tooth profile angle. X is the distance between the center of circle and axis y'. L is the distance between the center of circle and axis x'. r is the radius of base circle and φ is rational angle of the gear.  is helix angle. The simplified description of conventional generation principle is depicted in Fig. 7 (a). It is indirect to represent the conjugate surfaces according to an imaginary rack that performs a relative enveloping motion. However, the tubular tooth surface is generated directly on the basis of conjugate curves, as displayed in Fig. 7(b) . Taking the convex pinion as an illustration, the relationship of tooth surfaces between two kinds of generation methods is discussed. According to Eqs. (4) and (5), some notes need to be made as follows:
(1) the radius  of tooth profile described in Fig. 7 (a) is equal to the equidistance d 1 ;
(2) parameter r in conventional method expresses the radius of pitch circle which meshes with the imaginary rack. Parameter R given in conjugate curves theory indicates the cylindrical radius of designated pitch circle. Two parameters describe the same meaning in calculation; 
Meanwhile, the Eq. (4) of tooth surface is also simplified as
where φ 1 ( 1 ) represents function of parameter φ 1 with respect to  1 according to envelope condition shown in Eq. (4).
The relationship is derived by the obtained simultaneous equations as 
where C 1 =sin+X.
In a similar way, the result for the concave gear can be deduced. The internal relation between two kinds of generation theories is discovered. The conclusion is further demonstrated with numerical example. In order to ensure correctness of results, the same parameter values are chosen. Table 2 shows the basic parameters for traditional calculations of circular arc gears. Referenced to Table. 1, the parameters of tooth surface for conjugate-curve circular arc gears are provided.
A computer program is developed in terms of Matlab software to carry out the calculation process and the diagrams are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Figure 8(a) gives the schematic of single convex tooth surface of general circular arc gears. The result utilizing conjugate curves theory is shown in Fig. 8(b) . The comparison outcome between two different generation theories is displayed in Fig. 8(c) . Two tooth surfaces can completely coincide with each other under same conditions. It verifies the theoretical study conclusion. In additional, according to differential geometry (Li, 2007) , the relative radius of main curvature for the designed tooth surface is calculated as
The result is also consistent with existing circular arc gears. According to the comparison of generation principle of tooth surfaces, the good agreement between two kinds of generation theories is obtained. Compared with conventional generation method, the tooth surfaces of conjugate-curve circular arc gears can be directly described and the intermediate procedure is reduced.
Moreover, for involute gear drive, there are three main problems affecting the whole transmission performance: (1) It is difficult to meet the high overload requirements in existing conjugate surfaces. (2) The contact between convex and convex tooth profiles is common in contact pattern and it has low contact strength. (3) There exists larger sliding between general tooth surfaces and it can lead to the low transmission efficiency.
Compared with the involute gears, the conjugate-curve circular arc gears have these advantages: (1) Few teeth number and large module may be obtained without tooth undercutting. It can reduce the required installation space and realize lightweight design. Meanwhile, the bending strength will be enhanced. (2) The special meshing of generated convex and concave tooth profiles makes relative radius of curvature of the contact point longer, and increases the contact strength. The load capacity and useful life has been evidently improved. (3) The tooth surfaces mesh in point contact along the conjugate curves and contain the transmission properties of conjugate curves. Due to this characteristic, the approximate pure rolling contact between mating tooth surfaces maybe occur. The transmission efficiency will be improved. The schematic analyzed results are shown in Table. 3. 
.1 Motion characteristic
It is well known that general circular arc gears mesh in point contact along the action line with the location changes of instantaneous contact point. According to Eq. (3), the line of action of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is parallel with z axis and gear axis z 1 . It satisfies the description of conventional circular arc gears theory. The analysis of meshing characteristics of the designed circular arc gears is provided.
As shown in Fig. 8 , the simplified convex and concave tubular tooth surfaces are given. Line of action is depicted as a straight line. The engagement of tooth surfaces at the initial position is displayed in Fig. 9(a) . When the gear pair rotates with a fixed angular velocity, tooth profiles begin the continuous and tangency contact along conjugate spiral curves. The neighboring points gradually follow into contact with the movement in the axial direction. The meshing condition at arbitrary position is described in Fig. 9(b) . During the whole process, convex and concave tooth surfaces mesh in point contact. The instantaneous contact point of conjugate curves moves along the line of action in the axial direction. The rolling diagram of tooth surfaces of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is shown in Fig. 10 . 
Sliding characteristic
Moreover, the approximate pure rolling contact in the axial orientation can be verified by the calculation of sliding ratio. The sliding coefficient is analyzed as a ratio of the length of sliding arc relative to the length of the corresponding arc in meshing plane (Wang, et al., 2010) . Based on the theory of conjugate curves, general calculation method of sliding ratios for conjugate-curve circular arc gears is put forward. Supposing a driving gear with original curve  1 transmits movement to a driven gear with its conjugated curve  2 , they contact at point K as displayed in Fig.11 . S 1 and S 2 denote respectively the traveling arcs of conjugate curves  1 and  2 in a period of time t which approaches to zero during the meshing process. Assuming the relative sliding exists, the length of arc KK 1 is not equal to that of arc KK 2 , and the difference between S 1 and S 2 is called the sliding arc. The sliding coefficient is analyzed as a ratio of the length of sliding arc relative to the length of the corresponding arc in meshing area. 
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where the expressions of symbols E, F and M are introduced according to the reference (Chen, et al., 2014a) . Substituting these results into calculation formulas, the sliding ratios of conjugate-curve gear pair can be obtained. This method is suitable for arbitrary conjugate tooth profiles that contact along specific locus in axial direction, and it does not need to derive complicated geometrical relationship for calculation. According to conjugate spiral curves, the sliding ratios of tooth profiles of conjugate-curve circular arc gears are respectively calculated as 
Given parameters in Table 1 , the calculation results of sliding ratios are shown in Fig. 12 . From Fig. 12 , the following conclusions to the specified gears can be drawn: (1) the absolute values of sliding coefficients between the contact profiles always keep constant with the growth of parameter ; (2) the sliding ratios are 0.004, which is very close to 0, the theoretical pure-rolling condition. So it can realize the approximate pure rolling between convex and concave gear pair in the axial direction. 
Mechanics property analysis
In this section, mechanics property for the gear pair is discussed and condition of contact stress is analyzed by using ANSYS, an FEA program. In order to get ideal results of contact position and area, the single tooth model is utilized to carry out this related work under the guarantee of calculation precision.
The pre-processor of finite element analysis is conducted by Hypermesh software. Considering the calculation efficiency and accuracy, the network of gear tooth is plot with low hexahedron unit Solid185. Because of stress convergence in contact area and various data range, the network can be plot densely. The network unit size of contact area is set as 0.2mm and the size in no contact area is set as 3mm. The finite element model of engagement pair is shown in Fig.13 . According to the principle of meshing pair in ANSYS, the tooth surface of pinion is taken for contact surface and it is defined as Contact173. Tooth surface of gear is considered as target surface and it is Targe170. Sliding friction coefficient is 0.08 due to well lubricant condition between this pair of tooth surfaces. The Herze contact model is established and it removes the influence on contact stress from friction. Based on an extended Lagrange algorithm, the whole analysis process is examined. The meshing state is not consistent for a pair of gear teeth because of the appearance of contact in and out. Usually the engagement action is assumed as standard and contact FKN in normal section is 1. In order to realize the rotation and given torque, multi-points constraint unit (MPC184) is applied to this process. It corresponds to the multi rigidity beam connection between the rational central point and constraint surface. The entire material is set with 20CrMnTi and the properties of material are: μ=0.25, E=207GPa.
The pin connection is introduced in the meshing pair. Supposing that the gear is fixed and torque applied to the pinion is 200 Nm, if the unit MPC184 and centre of pinion are considered as a whole, the multi-points constraint is established. While for the gear, the inner surface unit and its rotational centre are fixed in which the whole constraints are applied. The static analysis for pinion is carried out. The analysis results of equivalent stress, contact stress and deformation of contact region for conventional circular arc gears are respectively displayed in Fig.14 , while for conjugate-curve circular arc gears, they are indicated in Fig.15 . From equivalent stress graph, the stress concentration on tooth root is not serious due to the fillet of circular arc form. The maximum bending stress of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is less than 300MPa, which is lower than that of conventional circular arc gears. The forces in the direction of radial and axial are different, and the force in axial direction is more than that in radial direction. Based on the analysis of contact stress, the point contact characteristic of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is reflected obviously. The maximum contact stress of conjugate-curve circular arc gears is about 994MPa and it can be reduced with the decrease of designated pressure angle. The form of contact area is approximate to ellipse and long half-axis is distributed along the axial orientation which is both accords with the forecast of contact theory under ideal condition. The tooth profile in normal section along the direction of tooth width is identical between two kinds of gears so that the tooth bending stiffness for these gears is similar. And the deformation of contact region should be consistency when loads are applied.
According to the comparisons between two gears, the conjugate-curve circular arc gears is similar with conventional circular arc gears in the aspects of meshing and mechanics properties. But the conjugate-curve circular arc gears shows better characteristic.
Meshing essence of tooth surfaces
For traditional theory, the meshing of tooth profiles of circular arc gears is only described as point contact in the axial orientation between convex and concave tooth surfaces. The accurate description of meshing process is not clearly given. The real meshing essence of tooth surfaces is demonstrated based on conjugate curves theory.
The equations of tooth surfaces ∑ 1 and ∑ 2 are represented respectively in fixed coordinate system S(O-x, y, z) as 
When two gears mesh in arbitrary contact point, the correlation function can be obtained and it has in the previous study (Chen, et al., 2014a) . Through the analysis of two expressions, it can be seen that the normal at contact point between tubular meshing surfaces and conjugate curves are the same. The trajectory of contact motion is composed of meshing points.
The contact curves of different tooth surfaces can be developed substituting the meshing points into tooth surface equations, respectively. Considering the coordinate transformation, the equations of contact locus curves are deduced as 
Equations (25) and (26) are same with conjugate spiral curves designed in Section 2. It is demonstrated that only this pair of curves maintain continuous and tangent contact with each other during the motion, and the transmission process contains the meshing characteristics of conjugate curves. So the engagement between convex and concave tooth profiles can be clearly described as point contact along conjugate spiral curves in the axial orientation.
According to the aforementioned research, it shows the internal relationship between conventional circular arc gears and conjugate-curve circular arc gears for generation principle and meshing characteristics. The theoretical demonstration of meshing essence of this gear drive is given. The theoretical and numerical results demonstrate the feasibility and correctness of proposed conjugate curves theory. For the two gears, they are processed with the hobbing cutters which fulfil the requirement of manufacturing precision. The hobs generated by rack cutters are designed and manufactured based on tubular tooth profiles. The hobbing trials have been carried out using YS3140CNC hobbing machine which is controlled by SIEMENS 840D system. It has the advantages of good transmission stability, working accuracy and operability. The hob cutting for generating the gears includes four movements: rotation of the workpiece about its axis, rotation of the hobbing cutter about its axis and feed motions of the hobbing cutter in radial and axial direction. The rotational angles of gear and hobbing cutter are represented as  g and  h , respectively. , where δ is the setting angle of hobbing cutter. The processing of the pinion and gear is shown in Fig.16(a) and (b) , respectively. The pinion and gear based on hob cutting principle are generated. The final accuracy of gear pair satisfies the design requirements according to the measurement of instrument. The final gear prototype is completed and depicted in Fig.16(c) .
Performance experiment
(a) the pinion (b) the gear (c) gear prototype Fig. 16 Processing of gear pair
The performance experiment of reducer prototype had been made to evaluate its transmission property. For the investigation of operational characteristics, the layout of test system is considered in Fig.17 . The equipments are linked by spring coupling. Input and output powers are measured with each torque and rotational speed transducer. Oil temperature in the box is measured by the temperature transducer. Rotational speed is controlled by the variable speed electric motor, and the gear pair is loaded by the loading motor. The trial site is shown in Fig.18 . The contact point between the conjugate tooth profiles will spread over a small area under the load due to elastic deformations. So the contact condition is localized. Generally, the larger the contact area is, the higher the load capacities of gear drive will be. To achieve a better performance, it is necessary to carry out the running-in process. It can expand the contact area for increasing the load capability and modify the gear tooth surfaces for reducing noise and vibration. After the 10 hours running-in period, the ideal contact condition is realized. The input torque T i and input shaft speed n i can be measured by the torque and rotational speed transducer I, while the output values T o and shaft speed n o can be measured by the torque and rotational speed transducer II. The transmission efficiency can be calculated as /
The settings of test procedure are given as follows: the speeds are 500r/min, 750r/min, 1000r/min and 1250r/min, for the load, it is applied with 300Nm, 400Nm, 500Nm, and 600Nm. The oil temperature which is corresponding to each stage is also recorded.
The transmission efficiency under different operating conditions is shown in Fig.19 . It can be concluded that the transmission efficiency will increase if increasing rotational speed and keeping torque constant. Similarly, it will also increase if increasing torque and keeping rotational speed constant. The maximum efficiency may be up to 96.9% at the load of 600Nm and it is tending towards stability. The whole efficiency of prototype is in the range of 91.8%~96.9%. The oil temperature arrives at balance when the time is 60~70 Min and its higher value is about 65.6°C with respect to the room temperature.
Compared with conventional circular arc gear drive (Shao, 1994) , the transmission efficiency of the proposed gear drive is lower. There are two main reasons:
(1) The manufacturing precision of tooth surfaces is low due to the rough hob cutting process. To get a preliminary assessment for transmission performance, the rough hob cutting process is applied to the trial production of pinion and gear, respectively. The soft tooth surfaces of gear pair are developed finally. The related technology data are determined with the design requirements including machining method, machining precision and roughness of tooth surfaces, etc. According to the measure results, the generated conjugate-curve circular arc gears can reach the grade 8 and it is lower than conventional circular arc gears which is grade 7. It leads to the lower transmission efficiency of gear drive and the further grinding technology for high manufacturing precision of tooth surfaces will be carried out.
(2) The existence of assembly error may also affect transmission efficiency of this mechanism. The whole assembly of gear prototype should ensure the correct meshing of gear pair and reach the accurate contact precision. The assembly error during assembly procedure is inevitable. Specially, the conjugate-curve circular arc gears are similar with the conventional ones which are sensitive to the change of central distance. It can cause the change of contact position of conjugate curves and lead to the happening of gear tooth failure. In addition, the occurrence of parallelism error will cause the edge or diagonal contact between conjugate tooth surfaces. These mentioned conditions can affect the transmission efficiency of gear drive. And the further analysis on quantitative values of assembly errors in some directions will also be studied. To deeply analyze the meshing characteristics and extend these applications in engineering, the further comparisons with conventional involute gear drive will be carried out including design method, mechanics property, meshing characteristics and performance experiment, etc.
Conclusions
(1) The conjugate-curve circular arc gears are put forward based on the theory of conjugate curves. According to the given screw curve, generation principle and mathematical model of conjugate-curve circular arc gears are introduced. Through the motion simulation analysis of solid models, this gear drive meets general meshing and motion conditions.
(2) Meshing characteristics of conjugate-curve circular arc gears are discussed. The comparisons between this designed gear drive and conventional circular arc gearing are also carried out according to generation principle, general motion, sliding and mechanics properties analysis. The corresponding relationship between two kinds of gears is revealed and its internal relation is also shown based on numerical example. Meshing essence of conjugate tooth surfaces is demonstrated. prototype is accomplished and the maximum efficiency may be up to 96.9% at the load of 600Nm. The whole efficiency of gear prototype is in the range of 91.8%~96.9%. It shows the direct proportion with the change of rotational speed and torque. Manufacturing precision and assembly error are the main reasons for effecting the result.
(4) Theoretical and experimental results demonstrate the feasibility and correctness of proposed conjugate curves theory and it can be extended to the design of new types of gear drive. The gear tooth profiles which have the meshing characteristics of ideal conjugate curves can be generated. The excellent transmission performance is expected to be obtained.
